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displaced his yacht, was the only other person besides Dr,
Munthe who owned a mountain top at Capri! Not the same
mountain top. There would not have been room for them both.
She owned a hill all her own and her garden which cork-
screwed round it enabled her to follow the course of the sun
throughout the day, to shelter from whichever wind might
blow and to plant flowers that thrived in every aspect. To
Capri she retired every year for far longer periods than I pro-
posed to spend on Munthe's mountain. I was so determined
to realize my project that I overruled all the family's denun-
ciation. I meant to go. I would have borrowed the journey
money and run away from home. But the fact of Lady Algy's
presence on the island influenced my father's decision in the
end.
My mother and I were met by Munthe at Anacapri,
which we reached after a long zig-zag drive up the mountain
side. Carriers were in readiness who conveyed our luggage
on their heads and preceded us to our destination. We went
down a winding path through olive groves carpeted with yellow
daisies, past "Materita," Munthe's lovely villa, and along a
goat track in single file for a distance of—no, I won't say
how far, nor where. I remember how preciously he guarded
"Guardia," that none except a few peasants living near, might
know of it. Even the postman was not allowed to bring me
letters, but had to deposit them at " Materita."
To tell about " Guardia " would be like photographing a
Moorish woman, and because I appreciate Munthe's friendship
and because—well, because his uncanny power is far-reaching
—I must be prudent! I may say, however, that a stone wall
encircled a garden containing a little house which my mother
lived in, and across the garden an old watch tower on the edge
of the cliff, which I had to myself. It consisted of a sitting-
room, full of books and flowers and old Italian furniture, from
which a ladder led up through a hole in the ceiling to my
bedroom. It was domed and had white tiles on the floors,
a coloured porcelain Madonna over the bed and whitewashed
walls. In the face of one window the sun did rise and in the
face of the other it did set. There was a delicious Spartan
simplicity as of a convent. I thought about being alone—

